Compositional properties of telomeric regions from human chromosomes.
We have investigated the GC levels of third codon position of genes localized in G- (Giemsa), R-(reverse) and T-(telomeric) bands of human metaphase chromosomes, as well as the hybridization of telomeric probes on fractionated human DNA. The first set of results shows much higher GC levels for genes localized in T-bands than in G- or R-bands (the latter being higher than the former). The second set of data shows that telomeric probes corresponding to T-bands hybridize on the GC-richest family (H3) of isochores, whereas telomeric probes corresponding to R-bands hybridize on GC-rich families H1 and H2; in agreement with these findings, the telomeric repeat common to all chromosomes hybridized on isochore families H1, H2 and H3.